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D^pr Secretary Chiavetta, et al:

As an attendee of the hearings of Ms. Frompovich's pro se lawsuit with the PA PUC I was 
shocked to read Ward Smith’s response to Ms. Frompovich’s Exceptions Protest response to 
Judge Heep’s initial decision.

Smith’s document appears to me replete with falsehoods and outright misstatements. My 
reading of this is he appears to have committed perjury! After reading Smith’s response I 
suddenly thought "Now, I understand why Judge Pell was removed from decision-making despite 
being present for the.entire hearing.” Judge Pell was assertive in asking and ascertaining from 
Mr. Prichard that smart meters pulse every 30 seconds indefinitely and can't be stopped or 
adjusted, and that there is no option with that, p.169 (1-17).

The Zigbee radio, if not paired, keeps emitting signals while hunting for appliances or other 
devices with which to pair. Ward Smith quotes commentary on p. 134 but ignores later testimony 
on p.169 (1-17), which demonstrates the dangers of smart meters and the actuality that smart 
meters pulse thousands of times per day and such pulses have biological effects.
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I felt like Alice in Wonderland when I read on p.7 lines 2 & 3 of Ward Smith's comment, “it was 
Ms. Frompovich who, despite repeated opportunities and entreaties, refused to provide 
testimony." Welcome to the tea party, Alice!

Ms. Frompovich was attempting to submit hundreds of published scientific references stating 
there are established dangers of EMFs upon biological systems including cancer. Ms.
Frompovich was NOT submitting second party comments upon the research, which would clearly 
have been hearsay. Is the court requiring that each of the original authors of each of the 
hundreds of studies be present in the court to not be hearsay? Dr. Israel didn’t bring his authors 
to court, and although the court accorded Israel expert status on EMFs and cancer, it was clear 
during Ms. Frompovich's questioning of Dr. Israel that his knowledge of the subject was limited 
as he lacked knowledge of many of the questions she asked him. Dr. Israel's knowledge of 
EMFs' impact on health and cancer was severely lacking.

Dr. Israel didn’t bring his quoted authors to court either, yet I believe his referenced authors were 
accepted and not considered hearsay, it seemed that everything PECO referenced was 
admitted even though Israel's and ICNIRP references were all also from the internet. Ward 
Smith quotes Judge Heep that Frompovich’s documents will not be admitted, so it seems 
document acceptance depends upon which side is submitting the documents.

It appears that an apparently incompetent, but live and present, expert is acceptable to the court, 
while hundreds of scientific articles of published research are collectively dismissed as hearsay. 
While the hearsay rulings could make sense as applied to individual papers that may, or may 
not, stand up to scrutiny, it seems a gross injustice to apply inadmissibility to a collection of 
hundreds of papers trumpeting concerns, dangers and proofs of harm.

Is this court’s purpose to ignore or prevent admission of information that stands in opposition to 
PECO and the PA PUCs claims of safety of their smart meters? is this court’s purpose to 
deprive Pennsylvanians of their legislatively ruled, and thus legal right, to say NO to opting-in on 
smart meters? Is this court’s purpose to take away citizens’ individual liberty and Constitutionally 
protected right of privacy, which is violated by smart meters, by allowing the PA PUC to force a 
technology of hotly debated safety that also engages in invasion of privacy by tracking appliance 
use?

I sincerely hope not.

I pray that the court seeks Truth and the protection of health, liberty and privacy of 
Pennsylvania's citizens.
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